
Interactive Prototype and Evaluation Report    IPAD: Chen Xinyuan (xche2952) 

DESKTOP: Yongfei Sun (ysun5598) 

 ANDROID APP: Alireza Mirzaeisabet (amir4707)



Unified Solution

Solutions and Design process

Our basic solution is clearing and defining the delivery process. In current solution of Woolworths, the delivery process is 
displayed as simple prompt where people could get few informations. Thus, our solution is making the delivery process visible 
and queryable and trying to give people more informations and help them keep touch with their order.

The main and basic improvement of our solution is integrating the delivery process with the delivery progress. People 
could easily get the information where their order has been and how many steps remain before they get their packages. 

To make the function more completed, a few further improvement are provided.

1. All the steps in each platform should include the exact time and date. Based on the users need and our 
solution, our interface design aims at updating the time and date of each step. It is convenient for 
customers to know when their items will arrive and also can show Woolworths is a company that pays 
attention to time.

2. Although the “Reschedule” buttons have different functions, users still get confused. Users are also 
confused about when they can change their delivery time. From the perspective of Woolworths’ staffs, if 
customers change the delivery time about five minutes before departure, it will increase their workload.

3. All the images, icons and statements on each page should be clear and easy for understanding.



Iterations according to Assignments feedback:

Main issue: The purpose 
of the left hand list (“My 
account” menu) is unclear. 
When the right hand item 
list is on screen, the layout 
starts to look cluttered.

Iterations according to Assignment 2 feedback and Significant change from Woolworth style for Ipad

Solutions: 

Significant change from Woolworth style:

Main issue: 
1. The Delivery icon on the 
top of screen confused 
users.
2.There is no homepage 
button on the page.
3. The functions of “My 
account” hide in “More” 
icon that not easy to be 
found.

1. Take the “My account “function out from 
“More”, put it to the head bar which is in the 
same location of web design. And design the 
menu into dropdown box which can be hidden. 

2. Put the “Order Details” list 
under the process page that users 
can easily check their items while 
the layout looks clear.



Problems on “My order” page: Solutions: 
1.Don’t know where to click to 
go to next page in “My order” 
homepage.

2.The icon of “spinner of dots” 
make me consider it is loading 
rather than in process.

3.The select box before the 
order number make me 
confused and the box of “select 
all” seems useless.

4.The time and order number 
can’t recognize me which order 
is the one I what to find.

1.Extend the hotspot area, ensure  
users could get into the next page 
wherever they touch.

2.Delete the “spinner of dots”, 
let users see the track bar at 
the first sight.

3.Hide the select box before 
the order number, and show it 
only when users tap the box 
before “select all”. 

4.Show shopping items in the 
page for users to recognize 
their order more easily. 

Tests and iteration summary for Ipad



Tests and iteration summary for Ipad

Problems on “Process” pages:

Solutions: Because our idea is that 
users can easily change their delivery 
schedule before collection, therefore, 
I put the reschedule button on order 
confirmation page too.

Main issue 2: The available 
period of reschedule function need 
to be explained rather than 
recognize by user self.

Solutions: Change the primary 
button into secondary button.

Main issue 1: The reschedule 
button is too easy to recognize on 
the page which may give people 
strong conscious to click. 
(frustration for Woolworths)

Solutions: Show a little bit title of 
“Order details” to get users conscious 
that there is something down there.

Main issue 3: I didn’t recognize 
that the order details is down 
there.



Final Mockups for IPad (Main pages)

The status 
of orders 
are on the 
left side.

The order will be 
listed with time and 
number.

The updating of main 
process is displayed 
by metabolic icons 
changing.

The order details 
is under the order 
status.

The extra 
function bar.



Final Mockups for IPad

The track bar is always 
there to remind user the 
process.

Gray icons or buttons 
means inactive when the 
process haven’t been there.



Wireflow for IPad Mockups and Interactive Prototype

: “Click to change” process

: “Auto-updating” process

: “Swipe to check” processStart

End

Link of Interactive Prototype: 
https://invis.io/GSEF4AZJQ
Link of walkthrough: 
https://youtu.be/AA468_U6cUk

https://youtu.be/AA468_U6cUk


Tests and iteration for Desktop Interactive Prototype

We invited 3 participants to help Yongfei do the user testing. All 
of them gave us some valuable suggestions and the significant 
problems will be showed in the following. We used smartphone to 
record their conversations. The important dialogues are quoted 
and showed in our report’s appendix. We also use the heuristic 
evaluation and the results are showed in our appendix.

1. Two participants said Customers usually wanted to reschedule the delivery time rather 
than the collection time. Therefore, we change the reschedule collection time feature to 
reschedule delivery time and make the word expression be more clear to read.

2. The “send message to driver” and “chat with customer services” buttons are really 
confused because customers do not know why they need these features after they receive 
their items. Therefore, add some words to explain these buttons’ function to users.



Final Mockups for Desktop

Page 1: After customers click the “Track My Order” button in “My 
Account”, they can see the latest order delivery detail. The delivery 
time which they selected before will be showed.

Page 2: The drop down box allows customers to check their order 
history which is arranged in time sequence. Customers also can 
search the order history by using the search box..

Page 3: After customers click the “Reschedule” button, the delivery 
time and date become changeable. After they click the “Confirm” 
button, the delivery time and date are updated.

Page 4: After the items are strated to be collected, customers can not 
change the delivery time. The start time also will show on the screen 
for letting customers know.

Page 5: After the collection process completes, the page will show the 
exact time when the staff completes the collection.

Page 6: After the truck loading  process completes, the page will 
show the exact time when customers’ orders start to ship.

The “Order Details” bar 
will show the order 
number, the payment 
time and date, the 
delivery address and the 
items what customers 
have ordered. The price 
and purchase quantity 
also will be showed 
below the item’s image.



Mockups for Desktop

Page 7: Since the driver starts to deliver the order, the exact arrival 
time will show on the screen. If customers have something urgent, 
they can send a message to driver through the message box.

Page 8: After the delivery arrived, the customers can click the 
“confirm” button to confirm they had received their order. If not, 
they can communicate with the driver and customer service.

Page 9: After customers click the “Message Driver” button, the page 
will go to the message page. Customers can type the words in the 
message box and send it to driver.

Page 10: After customers click the “Customer Services” button, the 
page will go to the online chat page. Customers can  ask  some after 
sale problems through this page and customer services will help.

Page 11: After customers click the “Confirm” button, the page will go 
to the feedback page. Customers can make some suggestion or 
reflect some problems through this page. 

Page 12: After they complete the feedback page and click the 
“Submit” button, it will show a expression of appreciation to 
customers. 

The little circles 
between the big 
step circles will 
change from gray 
to green 
following the 
delivery process.



Wireflows for Desktop Mockups and Interactive Prototype

Link of Interactive Prototype: https://invis.io/ZYEF3A5WM
Link of walkthrough: https://youtu.be/ALvoC9pNqJ8 

https://invis.io/ZYEF3A5WM
https://youtu.be/ALvoC9pNqJ8


        Key findings & solutions regards with results of Participants for Android Interface Design

1. Arrow sign to previous page on top of the screen is not look good and is big 
(Negative comment).

Solution: 
We changed the colour and size in harmony with layout

2.  It is good if I can reschedule the delivery time (Suggestion for improvement)
Who is care about collection time , it is not necessary (Negative comments)
Some time is important to reschedule the delivery, while an emergency occurs (Suggestion for improvement)
It is good show delivery time for reschedule before collection order (Suggestion for improvement)
Is Confirmation button for order collection time!?! (Stated confusion)

Solution: 
We replace step for reschedule for collected items with a step for reschedule for delivery time
and also we deleted confirmation button because it wasn’t necessary and it was confused

Walkthrough : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKBwjTgQfS4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKBwjTgQfS4


3. If delivery arrived and something has gone wrong I should call or message to driver or chat 
online
with customer service? (Question & confusion)

Solution:

We cluster the buttons separately in group and write a message for clear information

4. What is the basket sign on header? (Question & confusion)

Solution:

We deleted because it wasn’t necessary  for delivery process and it was confused

5. The circles on top of the app screen is a return button if it is, why it is not working!?! (Stated 
confusion)

Solution:

We changed the circles that was done by customer service with fill color and indicates the next 
steps which is going to be done with blank circle. In addition, we connect the circles with a line 
that it shows the time line to customer.



Auto-updating

Auto-updating
when their 
items will be 
collect by staff

Before staff 
start collecting 
items , 
customers can 
change the  
delivery time 
with click on 
reschedule 
button.

Through a 
fingertip on 
date or time 
you can see 
the format 
for writing 
date and time

With click on confirm button return 
to this screen



Auto-updating
when order 
collection 
complete by 
staff

Auto-upda
ting
when their 
items will 
collect by 
staff

After 
delivery has 
been started 
by drivers  
.customers 
can  send a 
message to 
driver 
through a 
fingertip.

Auto-updating
when delivery has 
arrived

If customers 
want to 
confirm 
received 
delivery



When delivery has arrived 
but some mistake has 
happened, customers can 
chat online with customer 
service with click on 
customer service button

Option 1: Message to driver

Option 2:
Call to driver

If delivery hasn’t arrived
Customers have 2 options to choose



If delivery has 
arrived
& customer 
click on 
confirm
button
feedback 
screens will be 
appear

Customers can rate the experience with this time shopping online progress and also can write a feedback & click on send button final screen will be appear
Interactive prototype: https://invis.io/Z9EE9WAXS#/263186343_order_confirmed
 

https://invis.io/Z9EE9WAXS#/263186343_order_confirmed


 Summary and key findings of the results

IPAD
•The icon of “spinner of dots” make user consider it is loading 
rather than in process.
•Users don’t know where to click to go to next page in “My 
order” homepage.
•The available period of reschedule function need to be 
explained rather than recognize by user self

•The select box before the order number make user confused 
and the box of “select all” seems useless.
•user did not recognize that the order details is down screen.
•The reschedule button is too easy to recognize on the page 
which may give people strong conscious to click

DESKTOP
•Customers usually wanted to reschedule the delivery time 
rather than the collection time.
•The “send message to driver” and “chat with customer 
services” buttons are really confused.

•User cannot see the time and status after the processes 
complete. 

ANDROID
•Arrow sign to previous page on top of the screen is not look 
good and is big
•In that screen when delivery arrive, the buttons are not clearly 
distinguish

•Basket sign on header is confusion
•The circles of the timeline can create a confusion with buttons
•It is necessary to add a step for reschedule delivery time

COMMON THEMES 
AND KEY FINDINGS

•Users are confused about reschedule collection time
•User need reschedule delivery time
•In that screen when delivery arrive the “send message to driver” and “chat with customer service” buttons are not clearly 
distinguish  

SOLUTIONS
•We deleted  the screen which is for Reschedule collection time and replace it to a screen for Reschedule for delivery time
•In that screen delivery arrive we write some message to explain buttons function to users



Conclusion

According to our assignment 2, the main purpose of 
our interface design is providing a whole delivery 
process to our customers by updating and showing 
the specific time and date of each step. After gaining 
many valuable feedbacks from our testing 
participants and professors, we make some 
improvements in our assignment 3 in order to let 
our design be more effective for customers to use. 

Firstly, we redesign our “Reschedule” button. In the 
final interactive prototype, we delete the 
“Reschedule Collection Time” button and keep the 
“Reschedule Delivery Time” button. From the 
perspective of customers, we add some information 
on our reschedule page, such as “have a different 
plan for delivery?”, to make the reschedule feature 
be easy and clear for users to read and understand. 
Form the aspect of Woolworths, we design that 
customers can change their delivery time before the 

collection process starts. It not only will not increase 
staffs’ workload but also satisfy customers’ demand.

Secondly, for the prototype of desktop and Ipad, we 
added the “order details” bar below the “delivery 
process” bar. “Order details” allows customers to 
double check their order items and the delivery 
address. 

Thirdly, for the prototype of desktop and Android 
App, we added some explaining information for the 
“Message Driver” and “Customer Services” buttons 
in order to know the function of these features.

All in all, our final design is feasible and effective for 
customers to use. We keep our interface be clean 
and succinct. The aesthetic and minimalist design 
are based on the Woolworths’ guideline and color 
scheme.
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Appendix A - User Testing Quotes (for Desktop)

Tester 1: Can I know the time, before 
which time I can reschedule the collection 
process? You need to tell customers this. 
(for page 1)

Tester 1: Why do I need to send message 
to driver? (for page 8)
Yongfei: When you do not receive your 
items, you can use this feature to ask for 
help.
Tester 1: You probably need to explain the 
function of this button. It is quite confused.

Tester 1: Can I see my feedback or other 
customers’ feedback in the product review 
part? (for page 11）
Yongfei: No. Because our solution focus 
on the delivery, so we do not think too 
much about the feedback part. But it is a 
good idea.

Tester 2: I don’t want to reschedule the 
the collection time. I want to change the 
delivery time. (for page 1)
Yongfei: In our assignment 2, we found 
the “reschedule delivery” button will 
increase staffs’ workload.
Tester 2: You can let customers to change 
the delivery time before the collection 
process.

Tester 2: I feel confused about the “send 
message to driver” and “chat with customer 
services” buttons. (for page 8)
Tester 2: You can put these two button in 
other place. Do not need to align at the 
“confirm” button. Or put the message box 
and chat box on this page.

Tester 2: If the circles of the processing 
line are clickable will be better, because 
actually I still want to know the time and 
status after the processes complete.

Tester 3: So the “Reschedule” button is for 
changing the collection time right? But I do 
not care about the collection time. I just 
care about when my items will arrive. (for 
page 1)
Yongfei: Ok！So before which time to 
allow customers change the delivery time 
will be better?
Tester 3: I think before the collection 
process will be better.

Tester 3: I don’t know what will happen 
after clicking the “send message to driver” 
and “chat with customer services” buttons. 
(for page 8)
Tester 3: You need to describe the 
situations to let customers know the 
function.

Tester 3: I think the “Arrived” process 
need to be completed after the customers 
click the confirm button. 



Name of Participant 1: Yu Zhen                                                     Name of Observer: April Chen                   
Name of Participant 2: Kay Pang
Name of Participant 3: Leidan Zhu
Name of Participant 4: Man Zhang
Name of Participant 5: Shuning Zhang

0 = I don't agree that this is a usability problem at all

1 = Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available on project

2 = Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority

3 = Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority

4 = Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be released 

Appendix B - Heuristic Evaluation (for IPad)



Appendix B - Heuristic Evaluation (for IPad)



Name of Observer: Yongfei Sun
Name of Participant 1: Scarlet Huang
Name of Participant 2: Zoe Meng
Name of Participant 3: Shuning Zhang

0 = I don't agree that this is a usability problem at all

1 = Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available on project

2 = Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority

3 = Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority

4 = Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can be released 

Appendix B - Heuristic Evaluation (for Desktop)



Appendix B - Heuristic Evaluation (for Desktop)

Description of problem Heuristics violated T1 T2 T3 Average

The interface design style is ugly and users cannot read 
clearly. Aesthetic and minimalist design 0 2 0 0.7

There is no exact time for telling customers before which time 
they can reschedule the collection time. Flexibility and efficiency of use 4 0 0 1.3

The “send message to driver” and “chat with customer 
services” buttons make users feel confused. Users do not 
know what are the functions of these two buttons.

Flexibility and efficiency of use 3 3 4 3.3

Users cannot see their feedbacks or other customers’ feedback 
for each specific product. Flexibility and efficiency of use 3 0 0 1

There is no the function for rescheduling the delivery time. Flexibility and efficiency of use 2 4 4 3.3

The function of rescheduling the collection time is useless. Match between system and the 
real world 1 4 4 3

The processing circles are regarded as they are clickable. Match between system and the 
real world 0 3 0 1

User cannot see the time and status after the processes 
complete. 

Flexibility and efficiency of use 0 3 0 1

The customer services function seems like unable to solve 
customers’ problems. 

Match between system and the 
real world 0 0 3 1



Name of observer: Alireza Mirzaeisabet

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………

Name of Participants 1: Shuning Zhang
 
Name of Participants 2: Zoey Meng

  0 = I don't agree, In my idea it is a usability problem not a designer’s layout

  1 = only Cosmetic problem : does not need to be fixed, if you have extra time, you can do it 

  2 = Minor usability problem: fixing this has a low priority

  3 = Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority

  4 = Usability catastrophe:it is  imperative to be fix , before product can be released



Description of problem  Heuristics violated Participant 1: 
Zoey Meng

Participant 2: 
Shuning Zhang

Average

the screens cannot be read clearly Aesthetic and minimalist design 0 0 0

Hard to distinguish buttons from the others Match between system and the real World 0 0 0

The “confirmation” button confirm by customers, is necessary for 
collecting the items by staffs 

Match between
system and the real world

3 4 3.5

The screens on app do not show useful information Aesthetic and minimalist design 1 0 0.5

The screens on app do not show useful functions Aesthetic and minimalist design 0 1 0.5

In that screen when delivery arrive, the contact with driver and 
chat online with customer service are not clearly distinguish

Match between
system and the real world

1 4 2.5

Operations in app such as “ reschedule ” and “contacts” are hard to 
be found due to too many other operations

Aesthetic and
minimalist design

1 2 1.5

There is no option for reschedule delivery time Flexibility and efficiency of use 4 3 3.5

The button for page turning option is not clear User control & Freedom 2 0 1

color overlap the fonts on buttons Flexibility and efficiency of use 1 0 0.5

The buttons that appear on delivery arrived make Confusion Match between system and the real world 1 4 2.5

Timeline is not obvious and can create a confusion with buttons  
which are used for turning to the last steps

Match between system and the real
world

3 4 3.5


